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Korean war battle maps of only 1953

Korean War Map Map from Billy C. Mossman, Ebb and Flow: November 1950-July 1951 (Washington, D.C.: Military History Center, 1990) East Central Asia Korean Battlefield, November 23, 1950 Battle of Ch'ongch'on, November 25-28, 1950 X Corps, November 26, 1950 5th and 7th Marines at Yudam-ni , November 27, 1950 RCT 31, November 27, 1950 Battle of Changjin
Reservoir, November 27-29, 1950 Battle of Ch'ongch'on, November 28-1950 Hagaru-ri, December 1-4, 1950 Withdrawal from reservoir, 6-11 December 1950 Withdrawal of 8th Corps , December 1-23, 1950 X Corps plans to evacuate third-stage enemy attacks, Open Effort, 26 December 1950-1 January 1951 Retreat, I and X Corps, 4-7 January 1951 NK 11 Corps and V Corps
Attacks, January 7-22, 1951 Operation THUNDERBOLT, January 25-31, 1951 Operation ROUNDUP , X Corps Plan, February 4, 1951. Operation THUNDERBOLT, 1-] 1 February 1951 Operation ROUNDUP, 5-11 February 1951 Battle of Hoengsong, 11-13 February 1951 Chip'yong-ni, 13-14 February 1951 Defending the Wonju Line, 13-18 February 1951 Operation KILLER, 20
February-6 March 1951 Operation RIPPER, Western Front, 6-31 March 1951 Operation RIPPER , Eastern Front, 6-31 March 1951 Operation COURAGEOUS, 22-28 March 1951 Rough and DAUNTLESS operations, Western Front, April 1-22, 1951 Rugged operations and DAUNTLESS, Eastern Front, April 1-22, 1951 Hwach'on Dam, April 9-11, 1951 Chinese spring offensive ,
main effort, 22-30 April 1951 Eastern Front, 22-24 April 1951 British 29th Brigade, 25 April 1951 Battle under Soyang, May 16-20, 1951 38th Infantry and Task Force Zebra Position, May 16, 1951 Eighth Army Advance, May 20-July 1, 1951 Scan courtesy of Korean War Project - P.O. Box 180190 - Dallas - Texas - 75218-0190 11 October 2000 CMH UN Home, 27 June - 15
September 1950. Communist attempts to divide the South Koreans against themselves failed, and the North Koreans decided to try to conquer them with military force. At 04:00, Sunday 25 June 1950 (Korean time), North Korean forces crossed the 38th parallel into the Republic and launched their main effort towards the South Korean capital Seoul, down the P'och'on-Uijongbu
and Yonch'on-Uijongbu corridors. Powerful attacks were also directed through Kaesong towards Munsan on the right, and towards Ch'unch'on the left. On the west coast, the Ongjin Peninsula was quickly captured. On the east coast, a column of land and a small division at sea met near Kangnung. By 28 June, Seoul had collapsed, the North Koreans had approached along the
Han River to a point about 20 miles east of Seoul, and had advanced as far as Samchok on the meat coast. By July 4, the the enemy went along the Suwon-Wonju-Samchok line. Upon withdrawal, South Korean forces (ROK) suffered such severe losses that to re gather and retain almost useless order. On 25 June 1950, the United Nations Security Council adopted a resolution
calling for an immediate cessation of combat and when the North Korean government withdrew immediately with its armed forces to the 38th parallel. When North Korea did not accept these demands, the Security Council adopted a resolution Monday recommending that U.N. members provide such support to South Korea when it may be necessary to repel armed attacks and
restore international peace and security in the region. President Truman announced on June 27, 1950, that he had ordered the U.S. air and naval forces to provide support and support to the South Korean military (UN Defensive-27 June to September 15, 1950). On October 28, he authorized the Commander-in-Chief of the Far East to use certain ground support units in Korea,
and allowed the U.S. Air Force to carry out missions on specific targets in North Korea. On 30 October, the President continued to allow C. in C. Far East to use all available forces for him to repel the invasion, and ordered an entire blockade of the Korean coast. A Security Council resolution on July 7, 1950 proposed the establishment of a unified command in Korea and
demanded that the United States specify a commander of these forces. On 8 July, President Truman announced the appointment of General Douglas MacArthur as Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations Command (CINCUNC). On July 14, President Rhee placed all Rok security forces under the command of the United Nations, a law strengthening anti-Communist forces
under the praise of the United Nations with the aim of repelling Communist aggression. U.S. forces at MacArthur's will included four divisions in Japan, the 1st Cavalry Division and the 7th, 24th and 25th Infantry Divisions, and the 29th Combat Regiment in Okinawa. The divisions lacked a third of their infantry and artillery units and almost all of their armored units. The units are
currently under super strong influence. Weapons and equipment were war-wearable relics during World War II, and ammunition stockpiles were only a 45-day supply. No division achieved full combat effectiveness, as intensive training was largely neglected because of the occupation mission. The original U.S. strategy, driven by the speed of north Korea's drive and America's
unpadeed status, was one of commercial space for time. On 2 July 1950, The Smith Task Force, consisting of two rifle companies and several support units of the 24th Division, flew from Japan to Pusan and traveled by train and truck to defensive positions near Osan, 30 miles south of Seoul. On July 5, this small force was supported by a North Korean division of 30 tanks and
forced to move more troops from Japan. retreat, after a stubborn defense, with heavy losses of people and equipment. Been. this time the rest of the 24th Division arrived in Korea and in defensive positions along the Kum River, north of Taejon and 60 miles south of Osan. The ROK elements hold positions to the east, about 50 miles above Taegu. On 15 July, the 25th Division
arrived in Korea and was positioned east of the 24th Division. The 1st Cavalry Division arrived and closed in the P'chang-dong area on 18-19 July. Lieutenant General Walton H. Walker, commander of the U.S. 8th Army, was given command of all U.S. ground forces in Korea on July 13, and, at the request of President Rhee, of the South Korean Army. When ground forces of
other U.N. members arrived in North Korea, they were also placed under Walker's command. North Korean forces crossed the Kum River and captured Taejon, an important communications center, on July 20. U.S. and South Korean troops continue to recess to the southeast under continued Pressure from North Korea. During the retreat, our Army's 3.5-inch missile launcher was
used (for the first time on the battlefield) with very successful results against North Korean tanks. During this period, the commander of the 24th Division, Major General William F. Dean, was reported missing as North Korean tanks overcame the solidarity ahead of his division. He was later arrested about 35 miles south of Taejon on August 25. The last days of July 1950 saw a
series of difficult battles along the 200-mile front of the United Nations Belt. The northern front, an inland route from Yongdok through Andong, Yech'on, Hamch'ong, and Hwanggan to Kumch'on, is guarded at key points of the South Korean military and the U.S. 25th Division. The 1st Cavalry Division was fighting on the western flank to keep the Yongdong-Kumch'on-Taegu railway
open. To block southwest approaches to Pusan, where the enemy was threatening, Rct 29 approached Chinju, but was ambushed by a North Korean division and suffered heavy losses. Enemy pressure continued from Yosu and Chinju in the southwest to Kwan-ni on the Taejon-Taegu Railway, from then northeast via Yech'on to Yongdok in the Sea of Japan. The area held in
southeast Korea resembles a rectanpid, the southwest is protected by the 24th and 25th Divisions to prevent a breakthrough for Masan. The 1st Cavalry Division was deployed on the western front to protect access to the Taegu Railway. The northern front is protected by the Rok divisions from a point south of Hamch'ang to a point just south of Yongdok on the east coast. In early
August, General Walker declared a trading space strategy for the end time, and ordered the final stand along the 140-mile perimeter around Pusan Harbour, which has become a supply base of the full and central 8th Army. of a rail and road network leading to Front. By this time the enemy's long resymmed routes had been repeatedly attacked, opposition from the enemy navy had
been wiped out, and the blockade of the Korean coast had been tightened. Over the next month and a half, fourteen North Korean divisions dissipated their strength in part-by-part attacks against the Pusan Belt. Walker, by quickly shuting down his forces in the face of the greatest threats, inflicted heavy casualties on the North Koreans and prevented serious intrusiveness. The
enemy, determined to destroy the 8th Army and capture Taegu and Pusan, is focused on a two-way offensive through Naktong, one from the west and one from the southwest. The main activities take place along the river from Waegwan to the south via Song-dong and Ch'irhyon-ni to the junction of the Naktong and South Rivers, and southwest towards Haman and Chinju. While
the U.S. military was fighting along the banks of the Naktong River, other battles took place in the southwest. A veteran North Korean division, which had been the focus of an attack on Susan and Pusan, was hit by Task Force Kean. Named after the Commander of the 25th Division, the Task Force consists of the 5th Fleet, 35th Fleet of the 25th Division, 1st Marine Brigade and
one Rok Battalion. She launched a powerful counterattack on 7 August 1950 to defend the left side of the perimeter and prevent the enemy from driving into Pusan. Overcoming the initial heavy resistance, it defeated the North Koreans and on August 11 commanded high ground east of Chinju. On the eastern flank of the perimeter, the town of Yongdok was lost by Rok units,
some of which must then be evacuated by sea. On 12 August, the port of P'chang-dong was attacked by enemy forces led by tanks with screaming sirens. The force broke down R0K lines and linked up with North Korean forward agents at the port. These agents, disguised as innocent-looking refugees, carry mortars, machine guns and other weapons in cowhide, on their A-
frames and on their people. While a North Korean force captured P'chang-dong, the adjacent runway, was of great importance to U.N. forces as a base for tactical aircraft. On 13 August, the danger became so urgent that all aircraft were evacuated. Over the next five days, however, south Korean troops and a small U.S. task force recaptured P'chang-dong and returned it to U.N.
control. During this time, a much larger North Korean force violated U.N. positions in several paintings in the Naktong River area, but failed in its attempt to capture the railway intersections at Taegu. To keep a line near the river, Walker rearranged the defensive positions of the 24th and 25th Infantry Divisions, the 1st Cavalry Division and the 1st Marine Brigade, deploying them in
a way that assigned combat areas 15-30 miles per division. Enemy, next His attempt to break the perimeter, gathering several divisions on Waegwan to attack Taegu from the north. Despite a bombing raid in which the U.N. Air Force dropping 850 tons of bombs on the enemy's suspected concentration area, the North Koreans launched a powerful offensive that carried out through
Rok's positions and threatened Taegu. The strong defenses and quick countermeasures in the area on 19 August saved Taegu from capture almost certainly, blocking enemy three-way thrust into the city, and halting North Korean attack momentum. Shortly before midnight on 31 August, enemy forces attacked the Naktong River, this time a large force. Despite heavy casualties
from U.N. air bombing and bombardment, they carried out a heavy assault on the entire Pusan beach from Haman in the south to P'chang-dong in the northern part of the port of P'chang-dong captured on 6 September, but again the Communists were unable to capture the airfield. Waegwan and Kasan's walled city were lost when the U.N. defender fell back for a last-ditch stand
at Taegu. From 4 to 11 September, the enemy achieved important achievements along Naktong in some of the fiercest wars; but U.N. forces blunted the drive on Taegu and began to show their own slow progress against very strong enemy resistance. On the southern front, the North Korean offensive, which opened a major artillery raid near Haman, attacked the 25th Division
with tanks and infantry waves, destroying its forward positions. However, despite the enemy's impressive achievements along the UN belt and General Walker still having to take his units from one important area to another, a strong beach remains in the hands of the UN Command. By mid-August, the 8th Army's offensive capabilities were enhanced by the arrival of the 2nd
Division, 1st Marine Brigade, four medium tank battalions from the United States and the 5th Rct from Hawaii. Before that month ended, five Rok divisions were restored to some order, and the United Kingdom committed the 27th Brigade from Hong Kong. With the arrival of these reinforcements, an effort can now be made to end the U.N. withdrawal and begin a U.N. offensive in
southeast Korea. United Nations attacks, 16 September - 2 November 1950. MacArthur planned to land at Inch, a Port of The Yellow Sea 25 miles west of Seoul, to be followed by an advance to retake the city and halt North Korean operations and its resying routes. At the same time, the 8th Army will break out of the Pusan Belt and move north, pushing the North Koreans into
the Inch'on amphibious force heading south. Major General Edward M. Almond, commander of the newly activated X Corps, will command the invaders. In the early morning of September 15, a Marine Battalion of the Marine Division authorized Japanese ammunition for the landings of Inch'on Landing, covered with heavy air attacks and naval fire, quickly captured Wolmi Island,
just off inch'on. In the afternoon, the waves attacked riding high tide into the port (UN Offensive-16 September to 2 November 1950). The rest of the 1st Marine Division came ashore and advanced toward Kimpo Airfield, Han River and Seoul. 7th Infantry Division ashore; some elements turned southeast toward Suwon, south of Seoul, while the rest of the division joined the
Marines in the advance toward Seoul. Kimpo AirField was captured on 18 October, and used by Far Eastern Air Force cargo planes to enhance the navy's landing at Inch'on. The 187th RCT was introduced into Kimpo Airfield to strengthen the UN's defenses in the region. After fierce fighting between advancing U.N. forces and determined North Korean forces, who were
determined to fight for seoul by the streets, MacArthur announced on September 26 that the city was once again in friendly hands; but fighting continued there for days. On September 29, MacArthur returned Seoul to President Rhee in a ceremony held at the blacked-out capital building. The 8th Army began its assault on the north on 16 September. The Rok I and II corps were
located north of the perimeter. The United States I Corps, consisting of the 1st Cavalry Division, the 27th British Commonwealth Brigade, the 24th Division and the 1st Rok Division, were on the Taegu front. The rest of the 8th Army, located along Naktong, consists of the 2nd and 25th Divisions of the United States and rok units. Progress was initially limited, but as the outcome of
the converging attacks became apparent to the North Koreans, they fled north with heavy losses of people and materials. Units of the 7th Division (X Corps) and the 1st Cavalry Division (8th Army) were contacted late on 26 September south of Suwon, thus affecting a moment of UN forces. The enemy's organized resistance continued in the 8th Corps until the last days of
September. Although a large number of enemy troops escaped through the eastern mountains, more than 100,000 prisoners were captured during this period; By September 30, the North Korean Army had ceased to exist as an organized force beneath the 38th parallel. However, remnants of the military, fighting as guerrillas, continue to pose a significant threat to the security of
U.N. forces. During the last period of September, the 8th Army was driven by a battalion of filipino and Australian soldiers. In early October, the U.S. 3rd Division reached the Far East. Meanwhile, Walker's 1st Rok Corps crossed parallel 38 on 1 October 1950 and advanced to the east coast, capturing Wonsan, North Korea's main seaport, on 10 October. The R0K II corps also
crossed in parallel and advanced north through central Korea. To the west, Walker's remaining forces replaced the X Corps in the Seoul area and passed parallel on 9 October toward Binh Duong. The country has infiltrated about 20 miles into North Korean territory. In the second half of October 1950, the advance quickly became an enemy weakened and thousands of enemies
surrendered. The goal of the United Nations was to destroy the remaining Communist divisions and occupy key North Korean cities. The Rok army spans central and eastern Korea. Some turn north towards the industrial zone centered around Hamhung and Hungnam, others to the west along wonsan-P'yongyang Road. To the west of the 1st Cavalry Division, after fighting
through the drug box defense system at Kumch'on, a few miles north of the parallel, advanced to the Seoul-P'yongyang Railway. The 24th Division drove to the south bank of the Taedong River in the vicinity of Chinnamp'o, P'yongyang Port. The 1st Cavalry and 1st Rok Division entered Binh Duong on 19 October and defended the city for the next 48 hours. On 20 October, Rct
187, complete with vehicles and artillery, crashed into Sukch'on and Sunch'on, about 30 miles above the city of P'yongyang, to trap North Koreans fleeing north. In northwestern Korea, an Rok regiment, leading the 8th Army's advance, entered the town of Ch'osan on October 26, thereby becoming the first U.N. element to reach the Reed River. For all practical purposes, the North
Korean Army was dissolved in the last week of October, and melted in the mountains adjacent to Manchip and the Soviet Union. Meanwhile Almond's X Corps was withdrawn from combat and prepared for the landings on the east coast of Korea. Due to the rapid advance of the Rok ground units and the fall of Wonsan which made an unnecessary battle landing there, the 1st
Marine Division made an administrative landing on Wonsan on 26 October, although the heavily exploited port caused a long delay in unloading. On 29 October, the 7th Division landed at Iwon, 80 miles north of the island. The Rok I Corps moved up the coast towards Ch'ongjin, 120 miles north of Iwon. The 1st Marine Division moved 50 miles north of Hamhung and the port of
Hungnam, then turned inland toward Changjin Reservoir (Chosin), 45 miles northwest. Elements of the 7th Division attacked northwest toward pujon reservoir and The Reed River. CCF intervention, 3 November 1950 - 24 January 1951. On November 1, Chinese elements were identified south of changjin reservoir, and within ten days twelve divisions of the Chinese Communist
Forces were identified. In the northwest, powerful enemy attacks against the 8th Army smashed the Rok divisions. Fierce fighting took place near Ch'osan, Unsan and Tokch'on. While the 24th Division retired to Chongju on In the west coast, the 1st Cavalry and 2nd Division fought along the Ch'ongch'on River. In the air over North Korea, U.N. was first opposed by Russian MIG-15
jet fighters. By November 10, as Chinese attacks were diminishing, the 8th And X Corps conducted only small-scale operations, and a comparable lull hung on much of the front. On November 21, the U.S. 7th Division captured Hyesanjin on the Reusal River in northeastern Korea, the northern northern point reached by U.S. forces during the war. The Rok Capital Division
meanwhile advanced rapidly up the east coast to the Naman-So-dong area. By 24 November, Un positions expanded from So-dong in the northeast to Hyesanjin on the repression, and from there southwest through the areas around Sang-ni, Handae, Yudam-ni, Yongwen, Ipsok, Patch'on and south of Chongju to the Yellow Sea. In the event of chinese intrusiveness in North
Korea, MacArthur ordered the 8th Army and X Corps on 24 October to attack towards the Manchu border and restore peace in Korea before winter began. The difficulty of ensuring adequate logistical support delayed the attack. At the end of the month, brief clashes with the Chinese military pose a new threat. The purpose and extent of China's intervention remains unclear; but in
the face of this new opposition, Walker withdrew his extended force back to the lower bank of the Ch'onch'on River, leaving only a small bridge head above Sinanju. The fact that China's involvement in the conflict led MacArthur to reconsider its plans for an all-out attack on the Reeds, but did not abandon them. Walker's forces moved north through western and central Korea,
while Almond's troops attacked northwest to cut off enemy communications and provide maximum support to the 8th Army. On 24 November, the 8th Army, together with the 2nd Rok Corps, launched an offensive plan. For the first twenty-four hours, enemy opposition was encountered, but the next day, the enemy launched a fierce counterattack against the 8th Army in
mountainous territory around the town of Tokch'on in central North Korea. X Corps began attacking early on the morning of 27 November, and made small strides before the evening, when a second enemy force moved down both sides of the Changjin Reservoir, attacking the 1st Marine Division and units of the U.S. 7th Division. Apparently the majority of the enemy forces were
organized Chinese Communist units. Now it has been evident to the UN that China has amassed two large armies in northern Korea, by parading them from Manchies under the cover of darkness and professionally disguising them during the day. They are relatively safe when spotted by U.N. air force observers in rugged mountainous terrain, and U.N. aircraft are prohibited from
conducting cross-border reconnaissance flights. So the power of the forces The Chinese attack came as a surprise to most U.N. Command. The main enemy effort is directed against Rok II II which collapsed under the weight of the Chinese attack. As the Communists tried to extend their fore breakthrough on the UN line, Walker rushed his reserve units (1st Cavalry Division,
Turkish Brigade, and 27th Commonwealth and 29th Independent British Infantry Brigade) to the area. , but failed to stop the Communist advance. Hit by waves after a wave of enemy troops, the 8th Corps front retreated south across the Ch'ongch'on River. These forces, fighting hand-to-hand with enemies along the riverbank and retreating through choking readings with troops,
refugees, trucks, and tanks, suffered heavy losses. On December 5, the 8th Army returned from Binh Duong to positions about 25 miles south of the city. By mid-December, she had receded below border 38 and formed a defensive perimeter north and east of Seoul. On 27 November 1950, the Chinese began their offensive against the X Corps, attacking Marine units and the 7th
Division in the Changjin Reservoir area with six divisions. Since the most northern U.N. units, the Rok I Corps, the U.S. 17th Infantry Regiment, and other elements in Appen lu could be severed by the weight of the Chinese attack, the X Corps was forced to withdraw these elements. Soldiers at the reservoir were also ordered to step back. MacArthur then ordered Almond to
concentrate the X Corps in the Hamhung-Hungnam area; and in early December ordered the Corps to retreat to South Korea with a sea evacuation. Most of the legion arrived at hungnam port without serious incident. However, about 14,000 soldiers of the 1st and 7th Infantry Divisions were trapped in the Hagaru-Kot'o area and forced to fight on their way to the coast along a
narrow escape route. As the main column progressed along the road, a temporary battalion of marines and soldiers, aided by close and effective air support, freed Chinese Communist forces from the high ground that dominated the road. Almond sent Task Force Dog, a 3rd Division fore coaster battalion, to Chinhung to relieve the Marine Battalion there and support the retreat by
providing support and rear guard. The Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps parachuted daily ammunition, food and medicine to poles, and evacuated casualties in combat. Fighters bombed and bombarded the slopes and enemy-held Communist concentrations. On 9 December 1950, the two forces met in the mountains a few miles south of Kot'o and the two moved toward Hamhung
to be evacuated. The water movement of the X Corps from North Korea required 173 ships. About 350,000 tons of cargo, including 17,500 vehicles, were salvaged; About soldiers and more than 98,000 civilians were evacuated from Hungnam, Songjin and Wonsan. The evacuation began on 11 December and was completed on 11 December. 12. In December, despite enemy fire
and constant observation. The Hungnam evacuation left North Korea once again controlled by Communist forces. Before the enemy renewed his attacks, General Walker was killed in a car accident north of Seoul (December 23, 1950). On 26 December, Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway succeeded him under the command of the 8th Army in Korea. On December 30,
MacArthur warned the Joint Chiefs of Staff that Chinese Communist forces could drive U.N. forces out of North Korea if they wanted to. The United States, though anxious to avoid an all-out war in Korea, is also determined to fight the China-North Korea invaders. Consequently, the Joint Chiefs of Staff ordered MacArthur to defend his positions; to retire, if forced, through a variety
of defensive positions as far back as the former Pusan Perimeter Line; inflict as much damage as possible on the enemy; and to keep their units intact. As part of this operation, MacArthur invested in General Ridgway with full authority to plan and carry out operations in Korea, and ceased the close supervision he had previously carried out on the 8th Army and X Corps. , formerly
a separate commander, assigned to the 8th Army, thus placing all U.N. ground forces under the control of that army. By this time, fifteen United Nations countries had troops in South Korea-United States, Britain, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, India, South Africa, France, Greece, the Netherlands, the Philippines, Thailand, Turkey, Belgium and Sweden. When 1951 began, the
United Nations ground force had about 495,000 men, of which 270,000 were Rok soldiers. The U.N. Command estimates that the enemy has about 486,000 men, 21 Chinese divisions and 12 North Korean divisions, committed to the Korean front, and more than a million enemy troops stationed near Reng lu. , the majority of the 8th Army was concentrated in the central and
western areas because of the apparent enemy focus on Seoul. The western flank was held by the I Corps; central area of IX Corps; and the Rok I, II, and III Corps held the eastern mountainous area. The X Corps was re-organized near Pusan. The 1st Marine Division, until recently part of the X Corps, was held in the 8th Reserve Corps. At dawn on 1 January 1951, after a night of
mortar and artillery bombardment, the enemy launched an offensive along the United Nations line. The main effort is against the United States. Corps I and IX in the western and central regions. A force of seven Chinese troops and two North Korean legions has advanced deep into the UN's route towards to the west and Wonju in the center. When the attack gained power,



Ridgway ordered U.N. forces to return to a line running along the southern bank of the frozen Han River to Yangp'yang, via Hongch'on and Chunmunjin to A delayed force remains around Seoul to deny the use of enemy Han River bridges. When the forces attacked, following their initial success, crossing the Han Dynasty east and west of Seoul, it became clear that the seoul
bridge head could no longer be organized. Ridgway, under a policy of rolling with punches instead of then risking destruction by spot guards, decided to withdraw south to a line in the vicinity of the parallel 37th on January 3. The route runs from P'yongt'aek, east through Ansong, northeast to Wonju, and in an unusual trail to the eastern coastal town of Samch'ok. When Seoul
collapsed on 4 January, Inch'on port was also evacuated. After the fall of Seoul, Chinese attacks subsided in the west. Several enemy units were sent east to attack southwest behind the United States. Corps I and IX, and captured Wonju and the railway and highway between Hongch'on and Pusan, the main north-south resying route of the United Nations. Wonju was abandoned
by U.N. forces on 7 January. By 10 January, a large number of enemy troops had passed through the void and entered the defensive area of Rok III Corps. In the face of this threat Ridgway ordered the 1st Marine Division to stop enemy invade from north of Andong-Yongdok Road to the east, and to protect the resying routes of Rok units. In the relatively quiet western area,
Ridgway planned Operation WOLFHOUND, a reconnaissance that took effect in the I Corps area, to reestlance communications and secure more accurate information about the enemy. On 15 January, the task force, the 27th Infantry Regiment, was intensifying north along the Seoul Highway towards Osan. On the 16th, she arrived in Suwon without actually protesting. Satisfied
with the reconnaissance, the United Nations Command ordered the task force to withdraw to the south. By the third week of January, the situation in the Central and Eastern regions has diminished, and the pressure on our troops is gradually decreasing. However, despite the dominant tranquility on the front, air reconnaissance revealed that the enemy was amassing stockpiles of
resuming and offered thousands of replacements. First United Nations counterattack, 25 January to 21 April 1951. A reconnaissance of units of the 1st Cavalry Division on 22 January showed that the enemy had withdrawn from frontline positions. The task force returned after encountering little resistance. Ridgway then planned a larger reconnaissance, Operation
THUNDERBOLT, with each Corps using an American division and a Rok regiment. The operation began on 25 January and progressed slowly and cautiously against mild resistance for the rest of the month. U.N. air support forces destroyed resistance points and enemy lines of communication that have endured attacks damage, leaving a large portion of his supplies inereach to
the front. By 30 January, his resistance had hardened and it continued to be strong until 9 February. Then it abruptly gives way. Until February 10 2 The guards at Inch'on and Kimpo Airfield, and the United States Army Corps I closed the south bank of the Han River. On the central front, U.N. armored patrols arrived in the deserted city of Wonju and elements of the X Corps
captured Hoengsong on 2 February against slight resistance. On 5 February, X Corps began Operation ROUNDUP, a plan calling on the Rok units of the Corps to disrupt the gathering of North Korean forces south of the town of Hongch'on. On the second day of the attack, Rok units encountered fierce resistance, and the pressure on the X Corps increased steadily as signs
showed a large accumulation of enemy troops on its front. On the night of 11–12 February, Chinese Communist forces attacked the Rok divisions north of Hoengsong and made immediate inte penetrations that forced the Republic of China army to quickly return. U.N. troops retreated south to wonju and abandoned Hoengsong on February 13. On the same day, enemy forces
attacked Chip'yong-ni, a road junction and an important point of the central area. The U.S. 23rd Infantry Regiment and the French Battalion, which formed a defensive perimeter around the town, organized a force of three Chinese Communist divisions for three days before enemy pressure dissipated. Meanwhile units of the U.S. 7th and Rok Divisions formed a defensive line north
of Chech'on, to inspect a powerful enemy force attacking northeast of Wonju. In the western United States. I Corps and IX Corps are gradually taking over all the ground in areas up to the Han River, except for a significant foothold of enemies south of the Han Dynasty in an area between Seoul and Yangp'yong. On the night of 13–14 February, the enemy launched a heavy
counterattack from the area towards Suwon, but his efforts were quickly thwarted with heavy losses to his troops. Meanwhile areas far south are being harassed by guerrillas and remnants of the North Korean military. The U.N. counterattack succeeded in reducing the force to about 18,000 by the end of February. On 18 February, combat patrols confirmed a report by IX Corps
that enemy forces along the entire central front had retreated. Ridgway then ordered IX Corps to move forward, which resisted slight scattered resistance. By February 19, the initiative had fallen to the United Nations. Ridgway was determined to give North Korea and Communist China 100,000, 2015, no chance of re-organizing. On 21 February, he launched a joint advance
(Operation KIILER) of the U.S. IX and X Corps to deny important positions to the enemy and destroy as many enemy troops as possible. The target is a line that runs east from Yangp'yong to the Han River east of Seoul, from there to the northern points of Chip'yong-ni and Hwangsong-ni, and from to the east to secure the east-west part of the Wonju-Kangnung Road between
Wonju and Pangnimni. Progress in both Corps areas is slow and unspectacular. Spring thaw and heavy rains cause swollen streams and deep mud to greatly hamper military operations. Until February 28, 2, the force reached its assigned target, and the communist foothold south of the Han Dynasty collapsed. By 1 March, the entire 8th Army line was relatively stable. Although the
8th Army achieved its geographical objectives on 1 March, a large portion of the enemy succeeded in retreating in bad weather that disrupted the Allied road and rail movement. With MacArthur's approval, Ridgway planned to continue the offensive north in the central and eastern areas with Operation RIPPER, to capture Hongch'on and Ch'unch'on and a line identified as IDAHO
just south of Route 38. RIPPER began on March 7, 1951. After passing the initial resistance, IX Corps advanced to phase 1 on 11 March and began the second phase offensive on 14 March. U.N. patrols moved into the deserted city of Seoul on the night of March 14-15, marking the fourth time the capital has changed owners. In the X Corps area, terrain rather than hostile forces
proved to be the biggest obstacle; But despite enemies and natural obstacles Operation RIPPER ground forward. To the east, Rok units were ordered to destroy the remnants of a North Korean division that had infiltrated the south in January. By 17 March, with this threat removed, the Rok force had moved to the IDAHO Line. U.N. forces entered ch'unch'on, an enemy resent and
communications center, on 19 March. On 23 March, Rct 187 dropped on Munsan-ni, about 20 miles northwest of Seoul, to trap enemy troops fleeing north. but because of the enemy's rapid withdrawal, it did not achieve its purpose. By the end of March, Ridgway's forces had fought their way generally to the 38th parallel in position along the IDAHO line. Once again the U.N.
Command faces the issue of crossing parallels into North Korea. Ridgway, with the approval of President Truman and MacArthur, was elected to continue the advance, in the hope of achieving maximum destruction of enemy forces. U.N. commanders planned to move forward with the understanding that the enemy was engaged in a full-scale military buildup and materials for his
scheduled spring offensive. On 5 April, Ridgway launched Operation RUGGED, a joint advance toward a new target line known as KANSAS. The route, which runs along the command ground north of the 38-mile boundary line, consists of 14 miles of tidal water on the left flank and a 10-mile water barrier of the Hwach'on Dam in the center. By April 9, U.S. Corps I and IX and Rok
I Corps on the east coast had arrived at the KANSAS Line, and U.S. X and Rok III Corps in the central and middle east areas were drawing up to it. Corps I and IX continued to advance, attacking Ch'orwon, with the intention of capturing a utah-defined line, a bulge to the side of KANSAS, to be in a position to attack the Iron Triangle. On April 11, President Truman replaced
General MacArthur from all his orders because of differences in national policy and military, military, replaced him with General Ridgway. Lieutenant General James A. Van Fleet received command of the 8th Army on 14 April, replacing Ridgway. Meanwhile U.N. forces continue to move forward. The Hwach'on Dam was taken on April 16. On the east coast, South Korean forces
captured Taep'o-ri. On 17 April, U.N. units were unable to make contact with the enemy, and then the joint advance toward line UTAH was virtually unoppable. However, even as it continued, evidence of enemy preparation for a counterattack was clear to the 8th Army Command. By April 19, all U.S. Corps Units I and IX were in positions along the UTAH line, preparing for an
advance to a new Wyoming line. CCF Spring Offensive, April 22 - July 8, 1951. On 22 April, enemy activity on the entire front suddenly increased and the United Nations advance stopped abruptly. The expected spring offensive is already within reach. After a four-hour shelling, three Chinese Communist armies attacked the United Nations route on the evening of April 22. The main
attack was against the United States. Me and IX Corps in the Seoul area, along with a secondary thrust in the central Yonch'on-Hwach'on area and a p w h in the seat near Inje. U.N. lines were held firmly except for the central area of ix corps, where Rok units were forced back in confusion. When the route broke down, the Van Fleet ordered the I and IX Corps to retreat through a
series of delayed positions to the KANSAS Line, thus abandoning the ground obtained in recent U.N. strikes. When the enemy cut off the Seoul-Kaesong Highway on 26 April, the Van Fleet withdrew IX Corps back to the Hongch'on River. Meanwhile, in the 1st Corps area, the enemy crossed the Imjin River on 22 April and driven Rok in solidarity south of the KANSAS Line on 23
April. On 27 April, the enemy overtook Uijongbu, forcing U.N. units to retreat within four miles of Seoul, and also made an unsuccessful attempt to pass the city to the east. On the eastern front of the center, the North Koreans captured Inje. However, by April 29, their driving had been stopped. On this day, the Van Fleet established a new route, named NONAME-LINE, which
stretched from north of Seoul to Sabangue and from there to the northeast through the 38th parallel with Taepo-ri on the east coast. As a result of the major enemy offensive that took place in the west, the Van Fleet reshugged its units to bring in more American divisions. By the end of April, U.N. forces had intercepted the enemy in both Seoul and Han and organized a strong,
continuous line of defense. When the enemy retreats to compensate failed, the Van Fleet improved its defenses on the no-name-line and planned an attack to bring the 8th Army back to the KANSAS Line; but signs of an imminent enemy attack caused him to delay it. On the night of May 15-16, an estimated 21 Chinese divisions, on either side of three North Korean divisions to
the west and six in the east, attacked the central area against the U.S. X Corps and iii Rok Corps in the Naep'yong-ni-No-dong area. Naep'yong-ni-No-dong. the units were again forced to return by the overrun columns of China and North Korea. Once again the Van Fleet reshugged its units, moved in the reserve force, and placed a huge display of shelling that inflicted heavy
casualties and prevented enemy attacks. On 17 May, enemy troops attacked the Pukhan River towards the Han River in the western region, against the I and IX Corps, with a force of about 250,000 men. The attack was also prevented after three days of violent action. By 20 May, the U.N. military had brought the enemy to a standstill, thus preventing two major attacks in two
months. Van Flagship decided to extend the attack, so that the enemy did not have a chance to concentrate on another counterattack. On 18 May, he launched a series of local attacks. Once again the enemy forces withdrew and U.N. forces advanced against slight resistance. Within days, the I Corps reached the Imjin River north of Munsan-ni and entered Uijongbu and Sinp'al-li.
IX Corps advanced towards Kap'yong, driven off the enemy across the Hanch'on River, and moved toward Hwach'on Reservoir. In the X Corps area, the 1st Marine Division attacked Yanggu on 24 May. Rct 187 headed for Inje, which she captured on 27 October. Marines advancing toward Hwach in Reservoir and Yanggu. The 7th Division of the 1st Corps captured Hwach'on. By
31 May, U.N. forces had made significant strides in bringing them back to kansas, and South Korea had been largely liberated from the enemy. At this point, the Joint Chiefs of Staff stipulates that the 8th Army must not go beyond the common vicinity of the KANSAS Line. The only tactical activities allowed are those necessary to protect themselves, maintain contact, and harass
the enemy. This is the basic model of U.N. military operations that will be followed throughout the rest of the war. Consequently, on 1 June, Van Fleet ordered her reserve force to strengthen KANSAS to make it virtually inactive. Meanwhile I and IX Corps will continue Operation PILEDRIVER toward the WYOMING Line (north of KANSAS bulging from the Imjin River to points just
south of Ch'orwon and Kumhwa and from there to the southeast). Ch'orwon and Kumhwa were arrested on June 11. Two tank infantry mission fences arrived at P'yongyang, the northern tip of the Iron Triangle, on 13 June and found it abandoned. However, the high ground that dominated the north of the city was captured by the enemy, and U.N. forces withdrew. The Chinese
recaptured Pyongyang on June 17. Meanwhile the X Corps in the east-center pushed through the mountains toward the area of kansas road, stretching across a series of ridges from Hwach Reservoir to the northeast to the lower lip of Punchbowl, a well-named circular depression north of Inje. So in mid-June, the 8th Army achieved the key terrain objectives of Operation
PILEDRIVER. Action for the rest of the month is limited to the development of the KANSAS and WYOMING routes, and to and local clashes. United Nations summer-autumn offensive, 9 July-27 November 1951. On June 23, 1951, Jacob Malik, the United Nations Under Secretary of State, issued a statement in a recorded broadcast in New York implying China and North Korea
were willing to discuss the terms of the war to end the Korean War. When Communist China indicated that it also desired peace, President Truman authorized General Ridgway to arrange an truce with north Korean commanders. Both aides agreed to begin negotiations in Kaesong on 10 July 1951. The main United Nations delegate at the conference was Vice Admiral C. Turner
Joy. The enemy delegation was led by Lieutenant General Nam Il. It was agreed at the first meeting that military operations would continue until a arm arm arm armies were signed. However, both sides are not willing to begin any large-scale attacks while peace talks are underway. U.N. military operations during this period were limited to combat patrols, artillery and air
bombardment, and repelling enemy attacks. In August 1951, the strength of all United Nations ground forces under the command of the 8th Army was 549,224. This includes 248,320 U.S. Infantry, Army and Marine Corps, 268,320 in the Rok Army, and 32,874 in ground units of seventeen other United Nations. The talks of the war were broken down by the Communists on August
22. The Van Fleet then launched a series of limited target attacks to improve the defensive positions of the 8th Army. U.S. X and Rok I Corps east-central Korea fought for terrain targets 5-7 miles above the KANSAS Line, including Bloody and Heartbreak Ridges, to push enemy forces from positions in favor of an attack on the KANSAS Line. By the last week of October, these
targets had been assured. Along the western part of the front, operations in September were characterized by local attacks, counterattacks and combat patrols. By October 12, five divisions of the I Corps had advanced 3-4 miles ahead to a new JAMESTOWN railroad to protect the Ch'orwon-Seoul railway. IX Corps followed active patrols towards Kumsong. On 21 October, she
captured commanding heights just south of the city. On 25 October, arm arm armies resumed at Panmunjom's new site. Second Korean Winter, November 28, 1951 - April 30, 1952. When 1951 ended, a lull subsided on the battlefield. Fighting descended into a habit of patrolling clashes, attacks, and bitter small unit struggles for important outpost positions. The lull was the result
of Ridgway's decision to halt operations attacks in Korea, because the cost of major attacks on enemy defenses would be more than the result could justify. Moreover, the possibility of a trade agreement emerging from the recent reopening talks has ruled out mounting any large-scale attacks by both sides. On 21 November, Ridgway ordered the 8th Army to cease offensive
operations and begin its front-line defenses. Attacks are limited to attacks to strengthen the mainstream of resistance and establish a full outpost line. In the third week of December, the U.S. 45th Division, the first National Guard division to fight in Korea, replaced the 1st Cavalry Division in the I Corps area north of Seoul. In the air, United Nations bombers and fighter-bombers
resumed their intervention (Operation STRANGLE, which the Far Eastern Air Force began on 15 August 1951) against railways, bridges and highway traffic. At sea, naval units of nine countries tightened blockades around the North Korean coast. Carrier-based planes destroyed railroad tracks, bridges, and canned vehicles, and the destroyers bombarded enemy artillery positions
and resynmunition depots. On the ground, the 155-mile front remained generally quiet during the opening days of 1952. In late January, the 8th Army launched a month-long artillery raid against enemy positions, forcing the enemy to dig deep. In March and April, the Van Fleet moved its units along the front lines to give the South Korean Army a greater share of the defense of the
front lines and concentrated U.S. firepower in the vulnerable Western region. Korea, Summer-Autumn 1952, May 1-November 30, 1952. In May, the enemy became bolder, intensifying exploration and patrol attacks, increasing its artillery firepower, and actively disrupting U.N. patrols. In May 1952, an estimated 102,000 shells and mortar shells fell on the positions of the 8th Army.
Due to the increase in Chinese ground operations in the 45th Division, the division planned an operation to establish eleven patrol bases throughout its front. Operation COUNTER began on 6 June. By October 7, 10 of the 11 targets had been made. The last one (Hi11 191, eight miles west of Ch'orwon) was captured after a 48-hour battle on 14 June. The Chinese immediately
launched counterattacks along the entire divisional front, climaxing their efforts on the night of June 28-29 with an unsuccessful four-hour offensive. The division suffered more than 1,000 casualties in June; China's losses are estimated at more than 5,000. Throughout the first half of 1952, U.N. forces fought a war of prevention. Meanwhile, frontline soldiers hope that the
negotiating of the war will soon reach an agreement. As the Korean War entered its third year, in June 1952, the stalemate continued. July began with a series of small-scale attacks on both sides. Torrential rains restricted activity in the last week of July and through most of August. For some time, the enemy gradually increased the number of mortars and artillery to support its
attacks, and in September a total of 45,000 shells hit the front of the 8th Army. During the summer of 1952, air combat in Korea increased. In addition to attacks on supply centers, military concentrations, power plants, factories, and rail and road networks, U.N. aircraft have provided valuable support to frontline troops by or searing with napalm, enemy bunkers, trenches, gun
positions, and communication lines. On August 29, the largest U.N. airstrike of the Korean War was carried out in P'yongyang, the capital of North Korea. In September alone, the U.S. 5th Air Force shot down 64 MIG-15s at the cost of seven Sabrejets. A series of enemy attacks in October 1952 produced some of the heaviest fighting in more than a year. Most of it is centered
around two key peaks, Hills 281 and 395, northwest of Ch'orwon. The attacks opened on 6 October with the largest mass of mortars and artillery received by the 8th Army during the war. On 15 October, the disputed land was firmly held by U.N. forces, and the enemy withdrew. More than 2,000 Chinese were counted on these two hills after a 10-day battle. Third Korean Winter,
December 1, 1952 - April 30, 1953. Meanwhile the talks of the war have stalled. Disagreements on a number of issues, but mainly the exchange of prisoners of war, prevented any agreement in the later part of 1951. This disagreement was increased in January 1952. The U.N. deputies proposed giving those detained a repatriation option, so that those who did not want to return
to communist control could be repatriated elsewhere. The opposition deputies strongly opposed it, insisting that all those detained by the 8th Army would be returned to them. When the enemy failed to respond to U.N. efforts to resolve the issue, the U.N. delegation on October 7 called for an in-out-of-time deterioration in the fought-off talks. Both military operations and arm armies
remain deadlocked and, as 1952 ended, the prospect of peace seemed as distant as it began. Korea, Summer 1953, May 1- July 27, 1953. There was little activity anywhere along the front as 1953 began. Then, as spring approached, the enemy renewed its attacks against the outpost of the 8th Army. By July, these attacks had increased in frequency and intensity until they were
almost as severe as they were in May 1951. In January 1953, the Van Fleet had twelve South Korean divisions and eight United Nations divisions to protect the military front. The total strength of combat, service and security troops is nearly 768,000. In opposition to the U.N. forces are seven Chinese troops and two North Korean legions, totaling about 270,000 troops. Another
531,000 Chinese and North Korean troops are still on reserve. With its service and security forces, the total strength of the enemy in North Korea is estimated at more than one million people. Unlike some patrol clashes, less fighting occurred in January and February 1953. On 11 February, Lieutenant General Maxwell D. Taylor took command of the 8th Army when the Van Fleet
returned to the United States for a break The enemy increased attacks in March, attacking outposts of the 2nd and 7th Divisions and the 1st Marine Regiment. Between 9 and 10 March, the Chinese succeeded in ambushing a number of U.N. patrols, inflicting heavy casualties on a case-by-case course. After the front flare-up Until late May, when the enemy attacked outposts of
the U.S. 25th Division defending approaches to western positions of the 8th Army. Although the enemy succeeded in capturing three division outposts, he suffered nearly 3,200 casualties. On the night of 10 June, three Chinese divisions attacked the 2nd Rok Corps in the vicinity of Kumsong, attacking both sides of the Pukhan River. Multiple attacks forced these units to retreat for
about two miles. Both sides lost heavily; the Chinese suffered about 6,000 casualties and Rok units about 7,400. By 18 June, the attacks had subsided. By the end of the month, operations along the entire front returned to routine patrols and light attacks. Operation LITTLE SWITCH, an Allied and Communist exchange of sick and wounded prisoners, began on April 20. When it
was completed by the end of the month, 684 Allied prisoners were exchanged for more than 6,000 Communists. The talks on a renegotied strike in April. The prisoner of war question was solved by offering each side a chance to persuade those arrested to refuse to repatriate to their homelands to change their minds. By 18 June, the terms of the truce had been finalized; but on
this day, President Syngman Rhee ordered the release of 27,000 prisoners of war against North Korea unilaterally, in protest at the terms of the war that divided Korea. U.N. officials deny any responsibility for this action; but opposition delegates condemned it as a serious breach of faith and delayed the final agreement for another month. Enemy forces took advantage of this
delay. On July 13, China launched a three-divisional assault on the left flank of the 2nd Rok Corps and a divisional attack on the right flank of the U.S. IX Corps, forcing U.N. forces to retreat about eight miles to positions beneath the Kumsong River. However, on 20 July, U.N. forces counterattacked, recapturing high ground along the Kumsong River, and establishing a new main
line of resistance. No attempt has been made to restore the original line, as it is believed that the agreement will be signed at any time. Enemy casualties in July reached about 72,000 men. Of the five Chinese armies identified in the attacks, the enemy lost the equivalent of seven divisions. By July 19, negotiators at Panmunjom had reached an agreement on all points. Details
were made within a week and the Korean Peace Treaty was signed at 10:00 on 27 July 1953. 1953.
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